
The Waterbury Public Library's No Pressure Book Group
meets on the 2nd Thursday of the month at 7:00. We’ll be
meeting on Zoom throughout the winter - see the library

website for more information!

The Secret Life of Sunflowers
by Marta Molnar

Ithaca by Claire North

The story of the life, last days, and
legacy of Vincent van Gogh through the
eyes of his brother and, especially, his
sister-in-law, Johanna. The young
widow inherits van Gogh’s paintings,
and takes on the task of ensuring the
master artist’s legacy.

The story of The Odyssey through the eyes of
the women left behind to manage the kingdom
with all fighting-age men off at war. Women and
goddesses take center-stage in this well-written
reimagining. 
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https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/29f47280-3705-0060-c4ac-ea1af04d1116-eng/Home?searchId=2971316&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/Record/692918?searchId=2971339&recordIndex=2&page=1&referred=resultIndex


Our reader described this as the “99,000” Alex
Delaware book, but it turns out it’s only the
39th! Kellerman is always an entertaining read,
and the latest outing is no exception.  A double
homicide, stolen identities and lots of secrets
to uncover, against a glitzy LA backdrop.

The Ghost Orchid by Jonathan Kellerman

The Covenant of Water 
by Abraham Verghese

Author of the beloved novel Cutting for Stone,
medical doctor Verghase returns with an epic
story following three generations of a family in
South India who are cursed to lose a family
member to drowning in each generation. Over
700 pages but well-worth the effort.

Prophet Song by Paul Lynch

Mother and scientist Eilish is disheartened and
surprised when her husband is taken in for
questioning by the secret police force in a
version of Ireland fast on the road to becoming a
tyrannical police state. This disturbing story of
dystopia and love won the 2023 Booker Prize.

https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/150247425
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/89f9dd66-4845-2074-ad64-118ef18a07e7-eng/Home?searchId=2971408&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/99be5020-4a3b-712e-3fd1-2b305aedcda9-eng/Home?searchId=2971431&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex


Go as a River by Shelley Read

The Alienist by Caleb Carr

A thrilling read about the earliest days of forensic
psychology. A small, unorthodox team come
together at the behest of New York police
commissioner Theodore Roosevelt to hunt down
a brutal and disturbing killer. A true page-turner!

The First Lady of World War II 
by Shannon McKenna Schmidt 

This nonfiction account of Eleanor Roosevelt’s
journey to the South Pacific during the war
ended up having a remarkable personal
connection for our reader, who came across a
photo of her own father illustrating the book! A
magical reading experience.

A young woman grows up poor in rural Colorado
- and faces the loss of everything she knows
when her town is in the path of a planned flood
to create a reservoir. A story of resilience, love
and friendship in the face of great hardship. A
debut novel by an author we’re excited to hear
more from.

https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/d66d99c3-d21e-ea6d-c032-0d6e418b8970-eng/Home?searchId=2971478&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/7ee11fc5-bb40-e502-5271-3232a29a4cf5-eng/Home?searchId=2971536&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/bc7ba001-b5bd-1d67-0535-67e2d35a4d3e-eng/Home?searchId=2971593&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/bc7ba001-b5bd-1d67-0535-67e2d35a4d3e-eng/Home?searchId=2971593&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex


The White Lady 
by Jacqueline Winspear

The creator of the beloved Maisie Dobbs
series introduces a new protagonist. Elinor
White is a veteran of two wars drawn back
into a life of intrigue in the tumultuous years
following WWII in Britain.

The Woman’s Hour by Elain Weiss

This book was found on WPL’s fabulous
Friends of the WPL book sale shelves. A work
of nonfiction charting the dramatic story of
the fight for the right to vote. Be inspired by
the amazing women and their allies who
fought for their civil right.

Iona Iverson’s Rules for Commuting
by Clare Pooley

Everyone knows you never speak to the
other commuters on the train - until a series
of events brings together advice columnist
Iona and the various characters on the tube
she’s previously known only by nickname.
Fun, escapist read.

https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/f4e091f0-68f6-5b79-e57d-c7eafeaf19f8-eng/Home?searchId=2972162&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
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